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A bomb shelter  is seen in An an Kwin vil lage, Karen State

SPDC fines villagers for digging bomb-
shelters for their security in Kyainnseikyi
Township

HURFOM, Anan Kwin, July 1, 2010

Villagers have been digging bomb shelters for protection against the in-
creasingly frequent skirmishes between the Burmese State Peace and
Development Council (SPDC) and the Karen National Liberation Army
(KNLA) forces. However according to the local SPDC commander the
presence of these shelters destabilizes the community and has issued harsh
fines and threats of forced portering for families who already have built
or will built, shelters to improve their security.

Bomb ShelterSince the early of this May, vil lagers in Anan Kwin vil lage,
Three Pagoda sub-township, Kyainnseikyi Township, Karen State, had
been building homemade bomb shelters, or locally called “cover-holes”
(Kar Bar Kyin in Burmese). HURFOM’s field reporter has found that
nearly every household at this point has dug a bomb-shelter.  However,
according to the information from locals, unidentified battalion officers
from Tactical Command (TC) No. 2 based in Anan Kwin operating
under South East Command (SEC), have ordered villagers to stop build



Commentary

region unstable.  Villagers who had already dug bomb-
shelters tagged with fines of twenty thousand kyat per
completed bomb-shelter. Villagers were also threat-
ened that if they continued digging bomb-shelters,
besides a fine, they will be severely punished with
forced portering.

U Htin, 60, a cultivator of betel and cashew nuts, was
not punished with any fines because he did not dig a
bomb-shelter, but his son had to go to Anan Kwin
military base and pay the fine of twenty thousand kyat
because of a bomb shelter in his house’s compound.
His son is 28 years old and the father of two children:

For the persons who had already dug bomb shelters,
they are fined twenty thousand kyat per hole because
of their ‘making the region unstable’ and ‘causing the
locals to feel frightened’.  Heads of the households
had to come to the military base and pay the fine.  If
not, the military officers said that the vil lagers would
be punished in another ways.  I don’t know their
names.  The current (military) officers are just within
the same age [range] of my sons but they are very
rude.

Naw Naw Par, 39, a mother of four children told
HURFOM’s field reporter that her family had to pay

Generals’ Road Map to Power after the Elections

Although the regime is allowing non-regime sponso red political parties to form fo r the 2010 elec-

tions, the Generals already have their grip on power through its main p ower base political party, the

Union Solidarity and Development Party (USDP). All the l eaders in this new par ty are SPDC

generals, and is based from a well-known regime controlled social organization, the Union Solidarity

and Development Association (USDA), which claims it has 20 million members countrywide.

The USDP intends to get all possible votes fro m the USDA members  by all means.  Fo r over 10

years the USDA has forcibly registered all students at high schools, universities and col leges, and

both retir ed and active government servants are also members.  The USDA structure permeates all

levels of gov ernment, from wards and vil lages, to districts to  States and Divisions.  Most military

leaders are the chairmen of all  States and Divisi ons level USDA posi tions. Therefore, the USDP is

guaranteed 100% a majority win in  the coming elections,  through the support o f the USDA.

While non-regime supported political organizations including ethnic political parties are struggling

for party registration, gathering membership and seeking sufficient funding, the USDA has the full

support from the current mili tary government.  They have sufficient funding for campaigning and

they have existing networks to get ‘advanced votes’ for the USDP.  Currently, the USDA is using a

dirt and trick strategy of col lecting all  advanced votes from its members in order to make sure USDP

will win in the elections.

As a result, it is already clear that we know who wi ll win in this ‘unfair and not-free’ 201 0 election.

The USDP w ill win in majority as the regime did in the 2008 people’s  referendum for the constitu-

tion; They  will coordinate with 25% army represen tatives automatical ly guaranteed in the constitu-

tion, in b oth the Senate, the House of Representatives, and 33% army representatives guaranteed in

each State or Division level parliament. They will hold absolute power. Non-regime supported

political parties, even in the ethnic regions , could not win over 20 to 25 % of the seats.

There will  be a multi-party parliamentary political system in Burma, b ut it will not be democratized

because the regime did not p rovide a space for democrats and ethn ic representatives  (National

League for  Democracy led by Daw Aung San Suu Kyi and Union Natio nalities Alliance of ethnic

political parties) in the election.  The parliaments will be quiet with no opposition voice and no

debate. The USDP will form a new government and army representatives  will  ensure there will be no

opposition s in parliament.  The Burmese Army wi ll stand outside of the parliament and ready to

seize power if there is demo cratic movement or instability on the streets. A new par liamentary

dictatorship political system will take place in Burma and the people will continue to face similar

social and economic difficulties that they do today.
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the full fine amount even though their bomb-shelter
was only partially finished.  As a result their family
has faced financial difficulty:

I saw the others digging bomb-shelters, so I felt fright-
ened and did the same thing.  Only my husband did
this work, in order to get protection if these armed
conflicts reoccurred. We have four children.  We dug
the bomb-shelter with the idea that it was harmless.
Now we have to be fined twenty thousand kyat even
though we have no money.  If we cannot afford the
fine, we have to be involved in portering. That’s go-
ing to be a problem.

U Ni Toe (fake name), 46, who relies on his home
stall for selling snacks and dinks to earn his income,
points out to HURFOM’s field reporter that the de-
mand for funding over the construction of bomb shel-
ters is a tell ing incident.  He sees this as a larger issue
of being arbitrarily taxed by military forces that shirk
all responsibility for the well being of local villagers:

Digging bomb-shelters is comes from our past expe-
riences.  We worry about our families because the
armed conflicts sometimes occur near us.  It is really
unfair to fine us for these activities.  But even if we
had not been fined for digging bomb-shelters, we
would be fined in another ways.  Since they invent a
cause and heap all the blame on us, now we have to
pay more.  There are over 30 bomb-shelters in the
village.  They fined us twenty thousand kyat per bomb-
shelter, so they got a lot of money.  One of the mili-
tary officers said, ‘You needn’t dig bomb-shelters.  We
will face death together. You are not the only living
things [here].”  That sounds so irresponsible.  In actu-
ality, they should be leading us in these cases.  If we
had already had bomb-shelters, they could have also
used them for security.

Anan Kwin vil lage is considered a ‘black area’ mean-
ing that SPDC forces have designated the area a free
fire zone in which they are able to seize supplies and
land, extort arbitrary taxes, and even summarily ex-
ecute vi l lagers  w i th impu n ity. Accordin g to
HURFOM research, at least one larger attack involv-
ing 30 to 50 SPDC soldiers in the area surrounding
Anan Kwin village occurs every month, mostly from
KNLA brigade No.6.  Additionally Anan Kwin vil-
lage will experience 1 to 5 smaller skirmishes between
SPDC and KNLA with in that same month. As result
vil lagers have experienced sever threats to their safety
livelihood with regularity.

Given Anan Kwin’s precarious position between the
battling forces of the KNLA and SPDC, the fines ex-
acted here are likely to hit local residents hard. As noted
by Naw Naw Par, the loss of 20,000 kyat is signifi-
cant, especially as, according to HURFOM estimates,
the average income for a family in one month might

only be between 20,000 and 30,000 kyat.

HURFOM would like to the highlight the significance
of this situation, in which villagers have, in a large
part, taken it upon themselves to provide for their own
protection. This agency, though in this cased punished,
signifies a effort on the part of locals to retain control
over their own security, and thus lives, in a often vio-
lent and difficult living situation.

USDA election party member-
ship fee causes frustration
amongst members

HURFOM, Mon State, June 8, 2010

Township Union Solidarity and Development Asso-
ciations (USDA) in Mon State have begun charging
members a membership fee for raising party funds now
that the USDA has reformed as a political party and
can no longer officially receive state funding.

HURFOM researchers have learned during interviews
with USDA party members that that member’s fee is
relatively small, only 300 kyat, but has lead to conflict
and misunderstanding amongst the party’s members
due to the unclear financial management of this new
cost, and disagreement ov er the right to chage for
membership fees when many members were forced to
join.

Prime minister U Thein Sein, who has stepped down
from his military role as General Thein Sein, bur re-
mains as prime minster, was appointed chairman of
the USDA Party (USDP), officially announced in the
state run news on April 30th. Under the 2010 elec-
tion law released in, the new party would officially
not be allowed to receive state funds during the cam-
paign, and instead appears that it will be dependent
on drumming up its own financial support via mem-
bership fees. While this change appears to be country-
wide HURFOM is only able to confirm that thus far
this practice is being implemented in Mon State.

A USDA member and university student resident in
Mudon, Min Kyaw Lwin, explained his frustration that
others in the party have felt, “As for me, the member-
ship fee, 300 kyat, is just the price for a cup of tea.
However, I was not the one who became a party mem-
ber by my own decision; I do not want to pay the
money. It really annoys me. At this point I have not
yet paid the fee.”

Other members have reported similar cases, especially
amongst students who became party members not be-
cause of their intention but simply to function nor
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mally in the school system. Many students have been
party members since they were in Basic School; as one
teacher in a Moulmein Township high school explained
to HURFOM, class teachers will  force students to fill
out membership forms in class, with their success as
students often contingent on their decision to join the
USDA party.

The membership fee of 300 kyat is a one time cost,
however, it will  be charged to all current and future
members. When extrapolated to the membership of
24 mill ion reported in the state run news paper the
New Light of Myanmar, the USDP will be collecting
nearly 7.2 bil lion kyat, or around $7.3 million USD.
With only an estimated 50 million residents in Burma,
this extensive fund will be derived from nearly half the
country, with members in the civil services, regular ci-
vil ians and students. Having never previously before
charged membership fees, the co llection of small
amounts in to a large pool is already causing concern
amongst membership due to the lack of a clear-cut or
accountable system amongst senior members.

“Now the [USDP] organizer started accounting for
membership fees in my village. Since there are many
memberships in the vil lage, it [USDP} gets a lot of
funds,” explained a young Mon USDP party member.
“The problem is the organizer himself has bad back-
ground managing fund, [but] he was forced to resign
[from the] civil service because of [his] corruption.
Now he is managing [money] again [only this time]
in the party funds, and that leads to a problem I think.
Indeed, the financial information shou ld be clear
enough for every member [to understand].”

Since the announcement for election preparations resi-
dents from many areas in Mon State have assumed that
USDA will the backbone of the military controlled ci-
vil ian representative government. Having been formed
in 1993 and previously operated as a self declared non-
governmental community development organization
the USDA was heavily directed and funded by the State
Peace and Development Council  (SPDC). Despite
claims of community development projects and fund-
ing the USDA has been widely criticized as govern-
ment controlled thug group used in protest suppres-
sion.

However due to intense polices of pressure for regular
civilians to join the party regardless of interest or de-
sire, an unconfirmed number are members to simply
make daily life easier and avoid harassment form hard-
line USDA members or SPDC and military forces.

A 44-year-old tuition teacher who also volunteers in a
community literacy course in Moulmein, Mon state,
said of the USDP’s new funding strategy; “The USDA
has existed since the time of SPDC, a long time ago.

The question [now] is about funding. The organiza-
tion has taken the money from the public by many
methods but no financial information was shared to
the public. It always bullied people since the organi-
zation gets its full authority from the government.
Now [that] the organization [has] transformed into
a political party and it is impossible that party mem-
bers are will ing to pay a membership fee, I am sure
they [will] have to pay [because they are] forced, as
usual.”

Recent Karen- Burmese fight-
ing triggers curfew and travel
restrictions

IMNA, TPP, June 18th:
The Burmese military Government has closed a por-
tion of road between Three Pagoda Pass (TPP) and
Thanphyuzayart, and also ordered a curfew for resi-
dents and travels of 5 PM. The curfew comes almost
a week after increased attacks were carried out by the
Largest Karen insurgent group.

The curfew, banning all travel after 5 pm, is report-
edly disrupting travel plans and increasing the risks
travelers must take on their journey.

According to a person who recently was returning
from TPP to Thanphyuzayart, “They don’t allow
[our] going after 5 pm. If someone else goes [later
then] the time they recognized, they [officers] already
gave the order to shoot [that person].”

The potential for violence has risen, as on multiple
days this month, the Burmese army was attacked by
or fought the Karen Natio nal L iberation Army
(KNLA), a Karen insurgent force that has been fight-
ing the Burmese government since 1949.

A car owner, who has made the trip multiple times,
told IMNA, “After the military closed the road, trad-
ers and car owners have been seeing financial prob-
lems. For [what is normally] a day journey, we now
have to go two or three days. Because of that prob-
lem we have to sleep on the journey. Before, we could
go anywhere during the sunset time [after 5 pm] if
we wanted to arrive [somewhere] earlier. [Now] we
have to be afraid for if they fight each other again
when we sleep on the journey. Now we can’t travel
the way we want to and also it is affecting the car
owners economy.”

On June 14th soldiers from Burmese Light Infantry

Continued on page No. 14
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Introduction

The Kanbauk to Mayingkalaly gas pipeline has been in operation for nearly 10 years and continues to be the

direct moti vating factor for hu man rights abuses committed by Burmese military battalions that inundate
the area. In addition, despi te the operational  status of the pipeline, villages and farms abutting the pipeline

continue to be haunted by lasting effects of poor construction, technology, and a lack of interest on the part
of the current ju nta in persevering the environment or the lives and wellbeing of  local residents.

In 2009 HURFOM’s released its yearly report, Laid Waste, which documents the extensive abuses committed
by local battalions during the construction process. Beyond that r eport, the Kanbauk to Mayingkalay gas

pipeline has received relatively little scrutiny or attention from either international advocacy groups or human
rights documentation teams. This vacuum is due in large part to the extreme security measures the militarization
of the pipeline area has created,  and danger of operating within the Burmese military’s ‘black areas’, or free

fire zones in which the army is able steal from, abuse and execute locals with impun ity. Due to this  larger
absence of information pertaining to the human rights situations revolving around the Kanbauk to Mayaying
Kalay gas pipeline, HURFOM will highlight the ongoin g abuses committed by local battalions and the high
rate of ruptures and explosions that occur along the pipeline due to poor construction.

Updating HURFOMS documentation  of the K-MK project, this report will  document the divers e array of
human rights abuses that continue to be committed by Battalions of the Burmese State Peace and Development

Council  (SPDC). These abuses predominately revolve around maintenance of the pipeline, sustenance of the
numerous local battalions, and security threats, both r eal and perceived, though which battalions are able to

ostensibly justify their presence.

The presence of Kanbauk to Mayinkalay and a history of ruptures

In 2000 the SPDC broke groun d on what would become the over 180 mile Kanbauk to Myainkalay gas

pipeline. Branching from the Yadana gas pipeline1 at a Total Pipeline Center  near Kanbuabk in  northern
Yebyu Towns hip, The 20 inch wide pipeline carries an average of 100 mill ion standard cubic feet per day

(mmscfd) fo r 183 miles through northern Tenaaserim Division, Mon State and into southern Karen State.
The pipelin e then arrives at two twin cement factories in Myainkalay, before a portion of the gas is directed

towards a electric gas turbine supporting Rangoon.

Prior to the construction of the pipeline, the area had been composed of various terrains and home to several

ethnic grou ps. At that time the Burmese military only fielded 13 battalions along the length of the pipeline.
However as construction progres sed, 20 new battalio ns were introduced to the area, bringing the total

number of battalions to be based around the pipeline area to over 32.

Rather then engaging insurgent groups or continuing battles for dominance of the area, the presence of these

battalions has predominantly been used to maintain and secure the pipeline through the use of local resources
and labor.2,3 This has resulted in systematized abuses committed against v illagers due directly to  the presence

of these Battalions. Villagers have continuously reported to HURFOM since the construction of the pipeline

We all must suffer: Documentation of continued abuses
during Kanbuak to Mayingkalay pipeline ruptures

1 The Burmese  militar y government ’s Yadana gas  line, with t he support of the French oil company Total, been f ound responsible for

signifi cant human r ights violat ions af ter intense inter national scrutiny from Earth Rights’  International (ERI) and Burma Campa ign UK.
2 For more in depth explorat ion of reasons f or Militariz at ion along the pipeline  see Laid Waste p 14-17.
3 HURFOM has copies of Burmese  army documents dir ectly linking the r elationship betwee n these  battalions and their role in maintaining

the pipeline, which can be made av ailable upon request

.
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they have had to pay an average monthly sum of 3,000  kyat per household as a “security” or “maintenance”
tax to local  battalions. Also highlighted in Laid Waste are the intermittent demands for required sentry duty

and travel restrictions denying vil lagers access to their farms and plantations, though at those times no apparent
reason has b een given by area battalions for filling these demands.

Since the Kanbauk to Mayaingkalay pipeline began operation in 2003, the most severe abuses committed by
battalions have revolved around instances in which the pipeline ruptured or exploded and battalions’ subsequent
security concerns. Since 2003 the pipeline has been subject to frequent breaches and explosions.  These

breaks have mostly been caused in part b y construction error and the low-tech process in which the pipeline
was constru cted and currently maintained.  In that time HURFOM has learned that the length of pipeline

from Kanbauk to Mayainkalay has experienced 13 large ruptures, and 18 small ruptures.  In 13 other instances,
the pipelin e has exploded or a gas leaking form a crack has ignited.  In 4 of the 13 cases, the burning gas

damaged acres  of plantation and parts of villages.

In the cases of ruptures or explosions, residents of vil lages closest to the location of the disruption often face

a gamut of abuses raging from for ced labor, pipeline s ecurity duty, tax extortion and repair cost s, and even
detention and torture. 7 years after the completion of the pipeline,  these abuses still  continue.

Current situation for pipeline ruptures and abuses

HURFOM has focused this report
on the villages of Taung Pone in Ye

Township and Kwan Hla vil lage in
Mudon Township due to the high

rate o f ruptures  and explo sions
with in their domains.  As a result

of these pipeline disruptions village
residents  have faced an in crease in

abuses r anging from exto rtion of
repair an d security costs, to forced

labor, to arbitrary arrest, and travel
restrictions.  In addition to abuses

from l ocal  battal io n s,  thes e
communities must face the impacts

escaping gas has on residents’ health
and the local  environment.

The data collected for this report

has been gathered over a series of
months, with the express  purpose

of illustrating the current conditions for residents l iving along the pipel ine area. HURFOM fiel d reporters
were able to interview 17 families from 15 villages under control of Light Infantry Battalions (LIB) No. 343

and No. 106, from May 25th to Ju ne 1st. However due to the severe security r isks posed by commenting on
abuses commuted by SPDC forces, some personal information has been omitted and names have been altered
to protect the interviewees’  security.

In these cases, data was gather from residents and community members willing to speak about their experiences.
While this report focus on the two most disrupted vi llages, this report’s  data represents an ongoing and

cyclical problem for communities that have the misfortune to have had the pipeline built within their vicinity.

Abuses related to gas ruptures in Taung Pon Village and Kwan Hla
village

In the las t 2 months Taung Po n and Kwan Hla vil lages have experienced an unusually high number of

pipeline ruptu res. The vil lages are both located less then 1 mile from the Kanbauk-Myingkalay Gas pipeline
and contain nearly 800 households and 1200 households respectively.

A portion of the Kanbauk to Myaing Kalay natural gas pipeline is
seen exposed after a rupture near Lamine Sub-township, Ye
Township, Mon State
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In these instances of pipeline ruptures, the impacts of these events have engendered the use of three categories
abuse by SPDC forces. Soldiers w ill arbitrary arrest villagers and commun ity leaders, simply due to their

community role or the vil lage’s  proximity to the blast site, which to mil itary forces makes them defacto
suspects. Additionally, for pipeline repair purposes and to guard against blasts, soldiers will press locals into

forced lab or and portering to make repairs, and to undertake 24 hr guard shifts without support or
compensation. Lastly vil lagers will sometimes be unable to access their own farms and plantation s, or face
travel restrictions beyond the vil lage, over a battalion’s perceived security concern.

Arbitrary arrest and detention:

In the most recent pipeline rupture in Taung Pon vil lage, the gas ignited and vil lagers described to a HURFOM

field reporter how a huge flame that shot into the sky and burned for 2 and a half hours.

As a result of the explosion, Colonel
Khin Maun g Cho  fro m Li ght

Infantry Battalion (LIB) No. 343
based in  Ar Yu Taun g v il lage,

Northern  Ye, called a meeting on
May 21st wi th v illage peace and

develop ment coun cils (VPDCs)
that are lo cated alon g the gas

pipeline, and specifically blamed the
co un ci l s fo r  the exp l o s io n .

According to a member of a VPDC
staff, the colonel issued an order

that if another explosion  occurred
in any ter ritory of a village, all the

vil lage headmen from the v illage in
which the explosion occurred must

be jai led.4

“All vill age leaders who [have been
made to] take resp onsibility for the

gas pipel ine must be sent to jail if
any explosion occurs in any vil lage, and must pay for the compensation,” explained a vil lager who is close to

a headman’s  staff but requested anonymity due to the sensitivity of the sub ject. “He [the colonel] pressured
us. No one [from the VPDC] dares to complain agains t that command in the meeting.”

From another account in the same village, a member of the VPDC staff in  Ye Township, who pr eferred to
remain anonymou s, described the local commander’s reaction to the pipel ine explosion:

I usually attend the meeting w ith chairman and secretary when the mi litary call  a blamin g meeting.
When an explosi on occurred in Taung Bone vil lage on May 19th, Colonel Khing Maung Cho from

No. 343 LIB based in Northern Ye Township, called a meeting for all village headmen from Northern
and Eastern parts of Ye Town ship. He blamed that many more crimes  and violence are increasing

while he i s on duty in this r egion. He accused that some Eastern vi llages are connected with the
KNU and [are] supporting to them. The military will take action on those vil lages very soon. Besides,

he said, most of vil lage headmen are not dutiful . The pipeline is exploded by bomb attacks. Many
towns alon g the gas pipeline, Hpa-Ann cement factory and Yangon townships gets the electricity

from this gas pipeline. So it is very important to be secured. If there will be another explosion in that
pipeline in  any village territo ry, all vil lage’s headmen must be in jai led. The meeting was  only one-

way commun ication since no village headmen cou ld talk back to the colonel.

4 HURFOM  has managed to collect copies of the  order issued  by LIB No. 343, wich can  be made avai lable upon request.
5 Election efforts by the SPDC have been det ailed in HURFOM’s monthly reports fr om November,  December and January, amongst

which t here has bee n no previous accounts of judicial res tra int.

A vil lager from Bay Lamine vil lage describes his experiences
being used as unpaid labor by LIB No. 106 in northern Ye
Township, Mon State
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One unusual  circumstance that w arrants note is the recent instance of an explosion occurrin g near Kwan

Hlar vil lage, Mudon  Township, but rather then the expected reaction of arresting local leaders, vil lagers have
reported that no one has yet been arrested. Many local s suspect that this s udden reversal is rel ated to the

SPDC’s effo rt to raise the current military regimes image in the eyes of civil ians prior to the election.5

After the rupture of the gas pipeline in Kanbauk-Myingkalay region near Kwan Hlar village, Mudon Township,
the news co llectors in that region documented the s ituation.Villagers were surprised by the fact that even

though the rupture of the gas pipeline occurred, unlike in previous ruptures, there were no accusations made
or arrests of civilians. One Kwan Hlar resident, Maung Thant Zaw, 26, who has just finished his school, told

a HURFOM field reporter:

The situation in the previous cases differs from now.  The locals were arrested and accused out of

suspicion by surrounding houses at the same night.  After that, all  had to go to the off ice of the
vil lage-in -charge [VPDC office] for the bomber to be deduced.  If there was no resol ution, the

vil lagers had to take on that risk…[and] had to compensate for the damage. These processes have
always occurred after any rupture of the gas pipelin e.  At this time there has been nothing special till

today [the interview was conducted on June 3rd]. 

On June 3rd, even tho ugh the local troop s, the civil ian security groups and the government author ities have

yet to resp onded to the villagers by giving any reaction or punishment, a major from LIB No. 62, a local
battal ion, blamed a member of the

TPDC for not caring about the local
security and frequent ruptures of gas

pip elines as a resul t of a lapse in
attention .  The above youth said the

major is  a member of TPDC who is
supposed to be responsible for village

militia.  Regarding this case, he said
as the fo llowing describin g how the

major  blamed. A yo uth fro m the
vi ll age, who p referred to remain

unnamed, recounted the accusation he
heard as the major passed the teashop

he was in, “You, village authorities, did
not report regularly what happens and

what is strange in your region, so it
happens this way.  Not knowing what

happ ens in your region over time
shows you r vil lage does n ot work. 

Yangon has been lacking electricity for
3 days because of this rupture, s o the higher officials  blame us.”

The lack of action on the part of the local battalions in the face of a pipeline rupture has raised questions
amongst local groups. Civilians who are familiar with political issues have raised questions about this judicial

restraint as a political tactic by the government organizational strategy during the pre-election period. 
However, mo st civil ians said thi s sudden absence of accusations is a doubtful outcome to the si tuation.  A

retired Township level member of NMSP who served for 12 years providing political analysis, explained to a
HURFOM field reporter what he believes the unexpected absence of arrests means:

There is no  immediate reaction against the civilians  after the rupture, so this is strange [considering
it is] during election campaign period.  Because [previously] only in Kwan Hlar vil lage, there were

6 times when the gas pipeline ruptured.  People are arrested in every rupture.  The least punishment
is that ci vil ians collected the money and paid the fee for the damage.  No reaction or punishment

means they don’t want a tarni shed image and hate from the civil ians .  Therefore, you asked me if
this case was related to the coming election, so I answer yes, it was.

A Mon man who works as a political analyst in Mudon town and who monitors the current political situation
in the region said:

Paddy farmers are seen in their  fields close to the Kanbauk to
Myainag Kalay natural  gas pipeline in northern Ye Township,
Mon State
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I doubted this case.  It is not the same as the previous rupture.  Only their [government] technicians

and professionals from the company responsible for the gas pipeline are secretly repairing the rupture. 
There were some arrests and accusations during the previous ruptures. Now if they give any

punishment to the civil ians, the civil ians do not want to favor them in the coming election.  It is too
early to say because the gas pipeline is still being repaired.  After that no one can guess  what will

happen.  I f the curved tail of a dog comes straight, it lasts ju st a moment.  We n eed time.

The above document is an order from SPDC LIB No. 343 which demands that residents attend a
meeting which with the vil lage’s headman after a recent pipeline explosion in Yougalay vil lage, Ye
Township
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A retired member of the SPDC governmental staff who  analyzed the situation, stated to HURFOM that the

situation makes little sense when comparing the current situation with the rupture of the gas pipeline in
Northern Ye on May 19th: 

If the government wants to make their activities on the civilians go od and popular durin g the pre-
election p eriod, why did they not stop their abu ses at the rupture in Taung Pon vil lage?  It is

meaningless  that they are campaigning in a selected area.  I think we at least have to compensate for
the damage as usual.  After the repairing of the gas pipeline, like the previous ruptures, unfair financial

demands – 20000 to 30000 [kyat] per household – will  occur.  Anyhow, blocking the roads and not
allow [villagers ] to go to their farms is now happening.  And then paying 3,000 [kyat] per month

to military [LIB] No. 318 as security fee is still one of the abuses put on us. These abuses are directly
related to this  gas pipeline.

Forced labor, guard duty and extortion

Villagers, regardless of their relation to or innocence in an explosion, inevitably face abuses by soldiers through
forced portering and labor, guard duty and extortion of fees. Local battalions often issue orders to communities

requiring locals to stand guard for 24 hr rotating shifts for sections of the pipeline. After a breach residents
are forced to pay a “repair” cost ostensibly to cover supplies and labor for the work. However these costs are

often arbitrary amounts and villagers
forced to  actually make the repairs

n ever  recei ve p aymen t o r
compen sation s  for  their l abor.

Villagers  that cannot pay their way
out of the work duty for the battalion

mus t consume their own meager
resources and time making repairs to

the pipel ine and carrying materials
an d su p pl i es . Thi s  ab u se i s

devastating to communities’ lower
income famili es that make up the

large maj ority of residents , and who
would otherwise be using their time

trying to earn a daily income.

On May 25th the colon el who had

threaten ed headmen in Taung Pon
village, ordered vil lagers to guard the

pipeline in continuous 24 hour shifts,
col lected taxes from vil l agers and

hired peopl e for pipeline securi ty, said a staff member who had attended the meeting with his chairman on
May 18th .The order for rotating forced labor affects villagers discriminately based on their abili ty to avoid

the order through connections to local government administration or by hiring people to take their place. As
a result families that are already living on a subsistence income must leave their jobs and work, to fill their

guard role without payment or compensation.

Mi Khin San Myint, 38, from Bae LaMu village, northern Ye Township, Mon State, has Three Children (the

youngest on e is only eight months old) and is dependent on her husbands’ work at a rubber plantation for
income. She explain ed how difficult it has been to feed her family after the local battalion issued orders to her

vil lage to make p ipeline repairs:

It is now o nly my husband who feeds us – my children and me. We already expected that

there would be a tax or routine pipeline guard after we heard pipeline explosion because we
have experienced these same circumstances before. Now the military ordered [the] village

headmen to again take action for pipeline security. Every household has to pay 5,000 kyats
to the vill age headmen once a mon th if the household cannot guard the pipeli ne. We have

to pay for village security and village guard support [i.e. meals]. Sometimes when the [LIB

A security guard shack is seen in  a vil lager’s field near the gas
pipeline, under the command of LIB No. 588 which is based near
Taung Pon vi llage,  northern Ye, Mon State
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No.] 343 co mes to the
v i ll age they  take

chickens and ducks…
We, the vill agers, have

to pay for that fee. It is
arou n d more than

4,00 0 kyat a mon th.
Last month we had to

pay fo r 6  Patetar of
pork (Burmese weight,

1 patetar = 1.5 Kg), as
demanded b y Sergeant

Maung Pyone [known
by locals as  Saya Gyi].

Every household has to
p ay b i te b y  bi te

gradu al l y, b u t i t i s
around 4,000 to 5,000

kyat a mon th. This
amount is not included

fo r p ipelin e securi ty
costs of 5,000 kyat a month… As a result, the budget for our food is reduced because of

those fees. Now, I cannot work, but only depend on my husband’s income. His income
does not cover [costs] for the whole family. I am so sad when I hear my chil dren crying

for food they cannot eat daily. Bu t I can do nothing for  them. What a terrible life it is
living here. No matter the gas pipeline is ruptured or spilled out, nothing is good for us.

We, the vi llagers, always have to pay for the security fees or guard the pipeline.  Besides,
we fear for  the authorities who usually torture the vil lagers without evidence regarding

the pipelin e explosion. No one can argue or complain about the situation. We all must
suffer fro m these terrible treatments and pay mon ey to them as we liv e in here.

Pho Kyin, 42, who lives in Hnin Sone village, northern Ye Township, Mon State, has no cho ice but to
work for his income as a day labor often being hired to stand in other peoples stead, guarding the pipeline

or carrying out manual labor:

I work every job. I own nothing but work as a hired worker. My daily income is just

enough for my daily food. I always got hired to guard pipeline, railway and motorway
by the military, LIB 343. My jobs are always with full of risks, but I have to work for my

children. T here are 90 to 100 households in my village. Our headman is a Karean guy
named Saw K aPaw, aged 51. He said our vil lage has to  guard the pipeline as well even

though the pipeline was not exp loded near our village because the colonel commended
us to do so. Each household has to guard two days, six people per village to take pipeline

security. I usually get hired to guard the pip eline. People have to pay the vil lage headman
5,000 kyat to pass their duty if they do not want to guard the pipeline. But I only get

3,000 kyat per night when the headman hires me. But my duty is not so easy as it looks.
When the army found out I am sleeping or away for a while in duty time, they will insult

me for sure. Besides, I have to serve them like setting fire, boiling water, buying food and
so on while they monitor me on duty. I did that when  the captain Lay Myint from LIB

343 came to  my guard hunt. I cannot choose my work. I have to do the job  I get. One
thing I’m afraid of is when the authorities search for criminals; they use to catch innocent

people. I always have to be careful and try not to be involved. A villager from my vil lage,
Saw Kyaw Pho, who was arrested and tortured by the mi litary, is now mad. I t is really

unnerving. I not only have to worry about food but also for those abuses. But I have no
choice becaus e I live near the gas pi peline area.

A member of the VPDC staff in Ye Township, who preferred to remain anonymous, also told HURFOM
his experience at the meeting in Taung Pon  village:

These trenches were dug by local residents through their farmland,
who forced to work by LIB No. 343 near Ayu-Taung vi llage,  Ye
Township, Mon State
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Besides, he ordered that vil lage headmen have to take tax from the vil lagers and pay for
the pipeline damage. And also the residents have to guard along eastern roadside, bridges,

and railway. Six to eight members per v illage and 24  hours a day have to take
responsibility for security. If there is not a guard hunt, the village has to arrange for it by

itself. We started guarding since after that meeting, but we don’t know when  it will be
ended. If the family cannot guard, it has to pay the money to hire another person. And

the colonel ordered if the monitoring military find out a guard team who is absent from
duty, all the vil lagers will be punished. Actually, the meeting I attended was just pressure

and orders, but no discussion.

Travel restrictions

Villagers also face travel restrictions due to suspected collaboration with insurgents or due to proximity
to the pipeline breach.  In these cases residents who make their daily income from farming and cultivation

can face a drastic loss of income from languishing crops  and fields.

According to Maung Thant Zaw,  after the pipeline rupture in Kwan Hlar, some villagers w ere denied

access to their paddy fields du e to their proximity to the gas pipeline. The restriction comes as famers
normally would begin fertilizing their fields during rainy season:

Over 40 acr es of paddy fields near the ruptured part of the gas pipeline was defined as a restricted zone
and a group  of military technicians started repairin g the damage.  The owners of these paddy fields are

Nai Pan Tun, Mi Ma May and Nai Chit Thein.  They  are not allowed to  go to their farms.  Limiting
movement i s not good even thou gh there is no accus ations or arrests.   Now we have to start farming.

We have to prepare the field land by mixing it with cow feces.  The local  farmers and residen ts can’t go
to their wo rks because of the movement restrictions  that have been ordered.  In my opinion,  I mean as

an opinion on the good aspects,  limiting movement and defining a restricted zone is better than arrests
and accusations of civilians and unfairly collecting money for the damage. [However] in the past, we

haven’t b een able to stay this way.

Health and Environmental impacts from gas ruptures in Taung Pon
and Kwan Hlar villages
Besides the human rights abuses  committed by local battalions, the physical impacts of leaking gas on

both the health of residents and the local environment should be seriously considered as knock on abuses
generated b y the presence of the pipeline.

As noted above, ruptu res and

expl o s ion s  are o ften  l arge
volu mes of gas that will  vent

from pipelines,  sometimes for
months on end w ithout  any

effort to  make repairs. V illagers
have little to no  option to avoid

no xiou s fumes,  as they must
con tin ue to  w or k for  their

survival and live in the presence
of the fumes. As most incomes

are derived from farming and day
l abo r,  vi l l ager ’s w o rk i s

in exor ably  conn ected to  the
s tabi l i ty o f the l ocal

environment.

In the instance of one rupture of
the gas pipeline near Taung Pon

vi llage, and gas  leakin g from
pipeline near Kw an Hla vil lage,

in May, HURFOM interviewed two heath workers w ho described the i mpacts they encoun tered when
treating vil lagers after exposure to gas from pi peline breaches.

Some vil lagers are seen wearing masks to avoid breathing gas
after the last natural  gas pipeline rupture in Lamine Sub-
township, Mon State
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According to data gathered by health workers in past  ruptures, residents  and vil lagers from neighboring
vil lages that inhaled the gas, experienced a range of side effects depending on the length of time they were

exposed, an d the volume of gas was that they were br eathing. In May health workers recorded the effects
on civilians from two ruptures that occurred civilians in Taung Pon village and its surroundings. Reportedly

vil lagers i nhaled the noxious o dors emitted from the gas pipeline rupture for several hours . A health
worker from Sa Khan Gyi vil lage, TanPhyuzayat Township who treats the patients in most villages explained

his experience on how the gas caused side effects amongst the victims:

When I was attending the medical collage, I studied the possible impacts on people
who inhale this  sort of gases in large amou nt… Gas leaks rarely occurred in our region

(most cases were ruptures).  I have encountered [instances where] the leaking gas caught
fire and caused ruptures three times including this one. For people who are sensitive to

even gas from a lighter, the smel l released from numero us- cubic- feet-pressu re pipeline
for at least two to five hours i s terrible.  No one can live within 1,000 feet [of the

venting gas].  During past ruptures in La Mine vil lage, it sounded “Ta shel shel” and you
could taste the smell and hear the sound over a half-mile distant.  At that time, old

women and asthmatic persons suffered from as thma, so I had to treat them for difficulty
breathing.  They said that they in haled the gas from the air which is released during the

rupture, fo r a long time, and I realized the symptoms were due to that cause.  Other
possible symptoms regarding gas inhalation are drowsiness, bronchitis, peripheral edema

(swelling o f hands and legs), etc.  These victims are those people who are s ensitive to
smells and have an underlining dis eases.  It is not simil ar to allergy, for ins tance, where

people who are sensitive to smel l of bed bugs and strong smelling pesticides such as
endrin.  So me people suffer from sneezing and tonsill i tis due to pollens released from

seasonal flowers.  According to my experience of the rupture in La Mine, the smell still
remained in neighboring villages within one mile for 3 to 4 days after the rupture.  This

is due to repair delays from the government.

A former health worker, 34, fro m the NMSP, who has 8  years of service in  medical care, also describe to
HURFOM how methane exposure can impact residents with respiratory illnesses as well as people who

experience longer term exposure:

The natural  gas includes large amount of methane.  It can spread through the air from 3
days to one week after the ruptu re depending on the strength of the ruptu re.  When I

was in Kwan Hla village, I experienced the smell.  The smell has direct affects on the
respiratory system.  Persons with weak lungs and underlining [tendency towards] asthma

are suscept ible to this smell.  B abies and the old people whose resistance i s weak feel
drowsiness.   Everyone can smell  nothing else.  I fou nd that, in Kwan Hla’s rupture,

people went away for a couple of days when they tasted the smell.

Methane, which is chemically heavier then oxygen, wi ll  sink to the lowest levels of an enclos ed space or
room.  In such situations where there is little venti lation or in a closed of space like a roo m, there is

potential for people who sleep or lie on the ground to actually suffocate due to an over abundance of
methane in  the air.

Extensive environmental research has been carried out on similar gas projects such as Yadana and Yetagun

south of Kanbuak, and the Shwae fields in Arkan s tate. In Earth Rights International’s (ERI) 2009
groundbreaking report Total ly Denia l, findings indicate that the failure to adequately respo nd to

environmental assessments conducted along the Yadana construction site have long term damaging effects
on local ecosystems. While it’s apparent that such fin dings are could likely be extrapolated to the similar

Kanbauk to Mayingkalay pipeline, there is a notable lack of research done on the environmental impact
of leakin g gas in the ecos ystems of southern Burma6.

A 31 year-old Mon man who lives in La Mine town and has knowledge of the local environment, explained

his experi ence regarding negative environmental  impacts after every rupture:

6 Methane, o ne of the predominant components of natural  gas, is noted for is  significant ability to trap heat
and considered a significant  greenhouse gas, i s a leading factor  in globa

l warming.
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If the gas leaks (from the pipeline), it is expected sixty percent to rupture.  In both ruptures
near our village, first,  it leaked (from the pipe) and created bubbles in the water and smelled

bad, and then i t ruptured three days after. Leaking is a s low process from one crack due to
high pressure, so pipes can’t stand [that pressure] even  if they are made of i ron.  In the

second rupture, the gas caught fire and nearby rubber plantations were set on fire.  Not just
gas but also whatever begins to burn produces carbon dioxide.  This makes more greenhouse

gases in atmosphere.  Moreover, gas burning is not like other fuels.

It creates a huge flame that burns powerfully, so it is terrible to be near.  If there is a rupture
near your quarter or vil lage, you can’t really use a lighter or start a fire.  We have to warn

(the civil ians) a lot.  Everywhere can catch fire because the source of fire, the gas, is already
in the air.  When the rubber plantations were on fire, the fires quickly spread from one place

to another as the gas is in the surrounding air.  When I was working abroad (Singapore),
the factor y also used (natur al) gas.  What I learned about the gas used there is that methane

contained [in the gas] is in  largest amount. Methane doesn’t stay in pipeline quietly, and it
always tries to come out.  Therefore, frequent ruptures of gas pipeline are due to the pressure

of that methane gas and pipeline ’s…poor welding.  This is just my own opi nion.  They
(people in Singapore) work hard to maintain gas pipeli ne not to allow methane come out

or leak. As I knew, they detect methane gas leaks using “remote sensing devices”. I think
these (technologies) are not used here.

Conclusion

For 10 years human rights abu ses practiced by nu merous battalions of the Burmese SPDC have gone
unchecked.  Abuses that HURFOM initially documented during the construction of the pipeline have shifted

towards lon ger term broad based operational abuses that are part of a daily routine throughout the region
surrounding the pipeline. As breaches and explosions have occurred along the pipeline, villagers and community

leaders have paid the price for circumstances beyond their control.  Often facing threats, abuse, and arrest,
vil lage headman are threatened or arrested despite any legitimate involvement in the pipeline disruption.

Villagers p ay the price through forced labor, required century duty, and arbitrary repair and up keep costs,
destroying the possible liveliho ods of those who already struggle most with daily survival. And for people

who live close to the pipeline will  suffer both heal th and environmental  impacts due to expo sure to gas
fumes, as well as travel restrictions and access to their own farms.

In the climate of the 2010 pre election period it is increasingly important to recognize the significant need for

change or responsibility in these regions that are often over looked. In particular the unabated abuses around
areas where the current and futu re governments will  stand to receive significant profit, must be addressed,

otherwise r egardless of the success or failure of the democratic process, the new government will  be equally
culpable for abuses as its predecessors.

Battalion (LIB) No. 284 were injured when, be-
tween Thaung Sorn and Koung Kan villages, sol-
diers from the KNLA who had seen the Burmese
unit coming, threw a pressure-triggered claymore
and began shooting. On June 7th. LIB No. 284
forces had been previously attacked by KNLA
forces between TPP and Thanphyuzayart.

The attack most widely covered by recent news
media was on June 10th when a Burmese truck
w as attacked n ear  Jap an To un g vi l l age,
Thanphyuzayart Township, killing 11 soldiers and
injuring 20. The same day 1 LIB No. 284 soldier
was killed and 2 more injured when the KNLA
fought the unit near Myinetharyar vil lage close to
TPP.

These attacks, which have occurred along the roads,
have also included a supply raid. Also on June 10th,
KNLA Battalion 201 stripped Burmese provisions
from two Burmese supply trucks in Kaw-ka-reik
Township, said a KNU spoke person, Saw Thair Nay.

The result has been distinct rise in tension over
KNLA presence in the area. In Myawaddy, a large
border and trade town abutting Thailand’s town of
Mae Sot, people are afraid to leave their homes in
the evenings out.

One Myawaddy resident explains, “They [Burmese
soldiers] parole the town, with their uniform’s on.
It’s been happening [for] about a week, we never
saw like that before.”

News from page No.4
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Information on HURFOM and
Invitation for Feedbacks from Readers

Dear Readers,

The Human Rights Foundation of Monland (HURFOM) was founded in 1995 by a g roup of young  Mon
people. The m ain objectives of HURFOM are:

- monitor ing  the human rights situations in M on ter ritory and other  areas Southern Burma,

- protecting  and promoting  inter nationally recogn ized human r ig hts in Burma

In order  to implement these objectives, HURFOM produces the monthly “Mon Forum” newsletter.
If publication is delayed it is because we ar e waiting to confir m inform ation, and it comes with our
heartfelt apologies.

We encourage you to write to  us if you have feedback or if you know someone who you think
would like  to receive the newsletter. Please email or  mail a name and address to:

HURFOM, P. O. Box 2237, General Post Office
Bang kok 10501, THAILAND
E-mail: hur fomcontact@yahoo.com
Website: http://ww w.rehmonnya.org

With regards,

Director
Human Rights Foundation of Monland

HURFOM, Kawkareik, June 25, 2010

Passengers and merchants traveling along the Zami
River have to ld HURFOM’s field reporter that sol-
diers from Burmese army Light Infant ry Battalion
(LIB) No. 403, are arbitrarily increasing travel taxes
at their checkpoint along the eastern bank of the Zami
river at Phaya Ngote Toe v illage, Three Pagoda Pass
(TPP). Travelers report the additional tax is damag-
ing financial burden, as travel along the river requires
70% of the travel cost to be spend on checkpoint tax-
es.

LIB No. 403 operates under Militar y Operations
Man agement Comman d (MOMC) or “SaKaKha”
No.8, as a support battalion away from the State Peace
and Development Council ’s (SPDC) fro nt line con-
flicts. Its  checkpoint at Phaya Gnote Toe can be
reached directly by riverboat from TPP, which con-
tinues on to Kyarinnseikyi Township, Karen State.

Beginning in early June LIB No. 403 opened for the
rainy season, when boats are able to travel  the Zami
River, wi th a “Region Pass  tax” higher then previous
years, according to locals who use the route, merchants
from other r egions, and passengers moving up and
down the river.

In previous years the agreed on amou nt to charge
riverboats was a maximum of 1,000 kyat per passen-

ger at the other riverside checkpoints bel onging to
other Burmese battalions and those of  the New Mon
State Party (NMSP), the Karen National Liberation
Army (KNLA),  the Karen Peace Force (KPF), and
Democratic Karen Buddhist Army (DKBA). Regard-
ing this arbitrary increase in LIB No. 403’s travel tax,
Ma Khin Myo (fake name),4 0, who  travels to
Kyarinnseikyi Township for business using this route,
told HURFOM’s field reporter:

In previous years, they did not levy as much [of a
tax] as this year. Each boat owner was paid a to-
tal of 30000 [kyat] to 31,000 [kyat] …[to cover]
the combination of the boat’s fee and the check-
point taxes. But, now, Burmese check-point does
not accept the money fro m the boat and car own-
ers. They count the number of passengers and levy
tax of 2000 to 3000 kyat per head.  I have to go
to Three Pago das Pass at least two times per year
because of p ersonal business. In the past, taxa-
tion problems were resolved by the boat’s crews
or  cars’  driv ers.  Bu t this time, it is  q ui te
unfair. The Zami voyage wil l be wi dely used in
coming rainy season. I don’t know  how bad it
will  be at that time.

According to Nai Kon Aung (fake name), 45, a cur-
rent NMSP member who works a regio nal military

Tax increase at SPDC checkpoint on Zami River, finan-
cial burden for travelers and merchants
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activities observer:

The Burmese army has a
habit that they do  as they
please when they are on duty
in the areas like thi s – the
areas near the border and the
areas totally controlled by
them. I don’t mean all bat-
talions [act like this]. Some
army [units] have reached
here [but]…they did not to
cause any pro blems living
here. So they had no  bad
image [of  themsel ves ]
…When a commander with
bad image (or  bad history)
reached here, i t was very un-
stable. Now persons from
LIB No. 403 levy high rates
of taxation.  Not only mer-
chants but also passengers have to p ay more than
the fixed rate of taxation – 1,000 ky at. Merchants
will be poor  because they are charged depending
on their commodities. On June 18,  a merchant
grumbled [to me] that he could not hope for prof-
it [at] that time and he couldn’t even cover his trav-
eling fee. If they are sti ll  continuing unfair taxa-
tion, other grou ps can’t stand.

Nai Kon Aung highlighted to HURFOM’s researcher
that in this bl ack area there is no real pr otection by tax
laws, fixed tax rates, trade laws or other laws , and that
when passengers reach LIB No. 403’ check-point, they
end up having to follow the checkpoin ts own stan-
dards or laws.

The Zami river route is us ed widely by merchants and
locals to import cooking oil containers from Thailand

(in large iron cans) or in bags (oil in plastic bags),
ready made foods such as canned foods , juices, and
different brands of dried noodles.

Apart from affecting the cap acity of traveler’ s ability
to reach their destinations, it is highly likely that even
at this o ne checkpoint the arbitrary increases in tax-
ation will affect rainy season imports along the river.
As noted by Nai Kon Aung, there are no legally bind-
ing tax l aws, other then the previously agreed upon
amount of 10 00 kyat per checkpoint.  If arbitrary
tax increases such as at the Phaya Ngote Toe check-
point, there is potential for other battalion s to also
increase their taxation, undermining the agreed on
the previously uniform tax of 1000 kyat and placing
even more financial pressure on passengers and mer-
chants.

News

A SPDC Navy checkpoint is seen on the Zemi river,  Kyainnsekiyi
Township, Karen State
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